VanRaam Fun2Go Side-By-Side Tandem

Benefits

• No step in, easy to take your seat
• Comfortable, adjustable seat with backrest
• 1 person steers, both can pedal
• Keep sight and attention on passenger
• Many drive systems possible for both driver and passenger
• Very agile, it can rotate around its own axis
• Better communication with side by side seating
• Easy to use, stable and firm
• Great for therapy
Description

The Fun2Go is a side-by-side three-wheel tandem cycle, in which the users sit beside each other. One person steers, both can pedal. The two persons have a good view and can communicate well with each other due to the seats being next to each other.

The riders can get on without having to step through and the seats can be easily adjusted to the required distance with a lever. The Fun2Go side by side tandem is enormously manuevrable, with two wheels completely in the rear and one fore-wheel it can be rotated round its own axis.

The optional freewheel switch can be turned on or off to determine whether the rider (if mandatory) would pedal along. There is an optional electric engine to give power assist to help you cycle under any circumstances easily.

Furthermore, many other options can be used to make the Fun2Go complete. The standard Fun2o tricycle tandem can be charged up to 120 kg a person. With the option reinforced version the maximal charge will be up to 180 kg a person. For all the options available for the bike, see the pricelist of the Fun2Go. There is also a double rider trailer, the Funtrain, on which a total of three passengers and an attendant can safely ride.
A therapeutic companion ride!
Features & Options include:

- Disc brakes
- Foot platform for passenger
- Rotatable seat
- Armrests, seatbelt
- Power assist
- Pedals with straps
- Disengage passenger pedaling
- Wheelchair carrier
- Reverse with power assist
Additional Information

**Standard equipment**
- 8 gears
- Basket
- Hydraulic rear disk brakes
- Environmentally friendly paint
- Parking brake
- Lock
- Steering limiter
- Adjustable seat
- Lighting
- Cushion seat

**Specifications**
- Inside leg length (adjustable): 75-90 cm
- Boarding height: None cm
- Sitting height (adjustable): 61 cm
- Weight Bicycle: +/- 69 kg
- Max. cycle length: 200 cm
- Max. cycle width: 113 (incl. armrests) cm
- Wheel size: 20
- Brakes: Adjustable
- Standard color (customizable): Black/ silver
- Max. User weight p.p.: 120 (adjustable) kg
- Standard including: lighting, lock, bell etc

**Useful Links**
- User manual Fun-2-Go
- Product Guide VanRaam
- VanRaam Warranty
- Price Sheet
- Videos for Fun-2-Go
- VanRaam Product Page